
Intro to
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Lecture 12



Upcoming Events

• CS Open House – TODAY – October 3rd – 5pm to 6:30pm - SN014
• Class Planning, How to get involved, Clubs, Q&A

• COMP110 Diversity Panel
• Woman or underrepresented group interested in CS but unsure? 

Come meet peers and hear from awesome CS majors and alumni in industry.

• Monday, October 23rd at 5pm

• HACK110 Hackathon
• Friday, November 17th at 7pm! Technical talks! Code! Food! Donuts!



Midterm 0 Scores

• Exams will be returned on Gradescope tonight
• Note: When viewing on Gradescope, know it is out of 93 possible points.

• > 40% of the class made an A

• Median Score: 87%

• Mean Score: 80% +/- 19%

• How to interpret your score:
• A/B - Awesome work, keep it up!

• C/D - Striking distance of where we want you to be, but you'll want to dial it up.

• F – Serious concerns for progress in course. Change in strategy or effort needed.



Review Session

• Wednesday at 5pm in SN014

• Will go over common issues of midterm 0

• If you did not earn the score you'd like, highly recommend coming!

• No small group review sessions this Thurs/Friday
• Come to office hours to review missed midterm questions 1:1



Conceptual Preview

• Of words that end with the letter x in the array below, 
how many letters are in those words in total?

let words: string[] = ["the", "quick", "brown", "fox", "named", "jinx"];



Filter

Of words that end with the letter x in the array below, 
how many letters are in those words in total?

let words: string[] = ["the", "quick", "brown", "fox", "named", "jinx"];

["fox",        "jinx"];



Filter

Of words that end with the letter x in the array below, 
how many letters are in those words in total?

let words: string[] = ["the", "quick", "brown", "fox", "named", "jinx"];

["fox",        "jinx"];

Map
[ 3,          4 ];



Filter

Of words that end with the letter x in the array below, 
how many letters are in those words in total?

let words: string[] = ["the", "quick", "brown", "fox", "named", "jinx"];

["fox",        "jinx"];

Map
[ 3,          4 ];

Reduce
7



Follow-along: Functional-style 
filter-map-reduce
• Open lec12 / 00-preview-app.ts

• Try printing the following succession of code:

• How does this work? How are filter/map/reduce able to be given 
functions and how do they make use of them? Let's find out…

let words: string[] = ["the", "quick", "brown", "fox", "named", "jinx"];

print(words);
print(words.filter(endsWithX));
print(words.filter(endsWithX).map(toLength));
print(words.filter(endsWithX).map(toLength).reduce(sum, 0));



What is this magic? Functional programming!

• COMP110 is comprised of three units:
1. Imperative-style Programming
2. Functional-style Programming (FP)
3. Object-oriented Programming (OOP)

• Our objectives in this unit are to explore the following questions:

1. What is a function's type?

2. What can we do with variable whose type is a function?

3. What can we do with higher-order functions?
1. Functions as parameters
2. Functions as return values

4. What can we do with anonymous functions?

5. How can we write recursive functions that call themselves?



Warm-up:

One of these functions 
cannot be called like the others. 

Which is it?

function isZero(n: number): boolean {
return n === 0;

}

function isLong(s: string): boolean {
return s.length > 10;

}

function isNegative(n: number): boolean {
return n < 0;

}

function isPositive(n: number): boolean {
return n > 0;

}



What is a function's type?

• It is the type(s) and order of parameters it needs and its return type

(parameter,...): returnType

• For example, these two functions are the same type of function.

• This means you can call isPositive anywhere you can call 
isNegative by substituting only the name.

function isNegative(n: number): boolean {
return n < 0;

}

function isPositive(n: number): boolean {
return n > 0;

}



Introducing: Functional Interfaces

• A function's type is the combination of 
its parameters' types and its return type
• So how do we give that type a name?

• A functional interface assigns a Name to 
a type of function.

• For example, the functional interface to 
the right says

"A Predicate is a function with a single 
parameter of type number that returns a 
boolean."

interface Name {
(parameter: type,...): returnType;

}

interface Predicate {
(element: number): boolean;

}

(parameter: type,...): returnType



Variables that hold 
references to functions

interface Predicate {
(element: number): boolean;

}

function isNegative(n: number): boolean {
return n < 0;

}

function isPositive(n: number): boolean {
return n > 0;

}

let test: Predicate;

test = isPositive;

print(test(3)); // Prints: true

test = isNegative;
print(test(3)); // Prints: false

1. Defining a functional interface 
establishes a new type
• Like defining a class does a data type
• Except this type is a functional type

2. Variables can be typed as a functional 
interface.

3. Functions can then be assigned to the 
variable when the function's parameter 
types and return type matches the 
functional interface's!

4. Finally, you can call the variable is if it 
were a function. It will, in turn, call the 
function it refers to.

1

2

3

4



Hands-on

• In lec12 / 01-functional-interface-app.ts

1. Declare a Predicate variable named test.
• let test: Predicate;

2. Assign to test either of the functions defined below main.

3. Call test and print the result.

4. Check-in on PollEv.com/comp110

5. Done? Try coming up with your own predicate function and assigning it 
to test…



Improving Functional Interfaces

• What happens when we want a 
predicate that we can pass a string 
or a Game value argument to 
instead of a number?

• Writing a new functional interface 
for each type is cumbersome.

• We want this to work generically.

interface PredicateNumber {
(element: number): boolean;

}

interface PredicateString {
(element: string): boolean;

}

interface PredicateGame {
(element: Game): boolean;

}



Aside: Operators have Types, Too

• Negation Operator - Given a single number, return a number

-number: number

• Equality Operator - Given two number values, return a boolean

number === number: boolean

• Generic Equality Operator - Given two values of "the same generic type T",
return a boolean

T === T: boolean

• How can we define a generic Predicate function type for "any type T"?



Introducing: Generic Functional Interface

• We can declare a functional interface 
to be generic for 
"any type T" by adding the diamond 
<T> after the name

• Now, when we use type 
Predicate<T>, we substitute the 
actual type we want T to be.

• Notice that if we have a 
Predicate<string> the 
function's argument must be type 
string.

interface Predicate<T> {
(element: T): boolean;

}

Predicate<Game>

(element: Game): boolean;

Predicate<string>

(element: string): boolean;

Predicate<number>

(element: number): boolean;



Using a Generic 
Functional Interface
• We can now specifically type 

test as Predicate<number>

• Notice: only the function's 
parameter types and return 
type needs to match the 
interface.

• Parameter names do not need 
to match. Why? Because a 
parameter name is only used 
inside of a function.

interface Predicate<T> {
(element: T): boolean;

}

function isPositive(x: number): boolean {
return x > 0;

}

function isNegative(aNumber: number): boolean {
return aNumber < 0;

}

let test: Predicate<number>;

test = isPositive;
print(test(4));

test = isNegative;
print(test(4));



Follow-along

• Open lec12 / 02-generic-functional-interface

function main(): void {
// Declaring a Predicate of type number
let numberTest: Predicate<number>;
numberTest = isPositive;
print(numberTest(3));
print(numberTest(-1));

// TODO: Declare a Predicate of type string
let stringTest: Predicate<string>;
stringTest = isLength3;
print(stringTest("hello"));
print(stringTest("yes"));

}



filter and Predicates

• Why care about these simple, little Predicate functions?

• Because we can filter an array by a Predicate!

[-2, -1, 0, 1, 2].filter(isPositive) returns [1, 2]

• What is this strange-looking function call ".filter"?



Aside: Method Calls

• A method is like a function, except it is directed at a specific value

• Some data types have "methods" we can call 
• For example, arrays and strings both have built-in methods

• Method call example:

let sentence: string = "the quick brown fox named jinx";
let words: string[] = sentence.split(" ");

• We're saying "hey sentence string, I want you to split yourself into an array of 
strings every place where there is a single space"



Array's filter Method

• Every array of type T[] has a filter method.

• The filter method has a single parameter: a Predicate<T> of the same type T

• For example:
let a: number[] = [-1, 0, 1, 2];
let test: Predicate<number> = isPositive;
print(a.filter(test)); // Prints: 1, 2

• Calling the filter method on array a will return a new array of type T. 
The filter method tests all elements in the original array using the Predicate<T>. 
Elements that return true will be copied to the returned array.



Follow-along: Filtering Examples

// TODO: declare a test predicate we can use with the words array
let test: Predicate<string> = isLength3;
// TODO: print words filtered by test predicate
print(words.filter(test));
// TODO: print words that end with x
print(words.filter(endsWithX));

• Open lec12 / 03-filter-by-predicate-app.ts



The Transform<T, U> Functional Interface

• What if we wanted to generically describe a function that given an 
argument value of type T returned a value of type U?

• Examples:
1. a function that took an argument of type string and returned a number

2. took an argument of type string  and returned another string

interface Transform<T, U> {
(element: T): U;

}

function toLength(s: string): number {
return s.length;

}

1 function yell(s: string): string {
return s.toUpperCase();

}

2



Transform<T, U> Example

1. Notice we must fill in 
specific types for both 
generic types T and U.

2. When the function is 
called, it must be given a 
string argument. Notice it 
returns a number value.

interface Transform<T, U> {
(element: T): U;

}

function toLength(s: string): number {
return s.length;

}

function main(): void {

let stringToNumber: Transform<string, number>;
stringToNumber = toLength;

let result: number = stringToNumber("hello");
print(result);

}

1

2



Array's map Method

• Every array of type T[] has a map method.

• The map method has a single parameter: a Transform<T, U> of the same type T that 
returns an array of type U[]

• For example:
let a: string[] = ["one", "two", "three"];
let stringToNumber: Transform<string, number> = toLength;
let b: number[] = a.map(stringToNumber);
print(b); // Prints: 3, 3, 5

• Calling the map method on array a will return a new array of type U[]. 
The map method transforms all elements in the original array using the Transform<T,U>. 
All transformed elements are copied to the returned array in the same order.



Follow-along: Map Examples

• Open lec12 / 04-map-by-transform-app.ts

// TODO: declare a variable and assign it the result of calling stringToNumber
let result: number = stringToNumber("hello");
print(result);

// TODO: map words array using stringToNumber Transform
print(words.map(stringToNumber));

// TODO: map words array using the yell function
print(words.map(yell));


